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Abstra t

The self-prote ting multipath (SPM) is a simple and e ient end-to-end prote tion swit hing me hanism. It distributes tra a ording to a path failure spe i
load balan ing fun tion over several disjoint paths and redistributes it if one of these
paths fails. SPMs with optimal load balan ing fun tions (oSPMs) are unne essarily
omplex be ause tra aggregates potentially need to be split whi h is an obstale for the deployment of SPMs in pra ti e. The ontribution of this paper is the
proposal of an integer SPM (iSPM), i.e., the load balan ing fun tions take only 0/1
values and ee tively be ome path sele tion fun tions. In addition, we propose a
greedy heuristi to optimize the 0/1 distributions. Finally, we show that the iSPM
is only little less e ient than the oSPM and that the omputation time of the
heuristi for the iSPM is learly faster than the linear program solver for the oSPM
su h that the iSPM an be deployed in signi antly larger networks.
1 Introdu tion and Related Work
Carrier grade networks typi ally require high availability in the order of 99.999% su h
that restoration or prote tion swit hing is needed. Restoration me hanisms, e.g. shortest
path rerouting (SPR) in IP networks, try to nd new routes after a network element fails.
Su h methods are simple and robust [1, 2℄ but also slow [3℄. Prote tion swit hing preestablishes ba kup paths for fast swit h-over in failure

ases [4℄. The

is end-to-end (e2e) prote tion with primary and ba kup paths. In
tra

lassi al

on ept

ase of a failure, the

is just shifted at its path ingress router from the primary to the ba kup path.

The swit hing is fast, but the signalling of the failure to the ingress router takes time
and tra

already on the way is lost. Therefore, fast reroute (FRR) me hanisms provide

ba kup alternatives not only at the ingress router but at almost every node of the primary
path. Fast reroute me hanisms are already in use for MPLS [5, 6℄ and are

urrently also

dis ussed for IP networks [710℄.
In this

ontext, the self-prote ting multipath (SPM) has been proposed in previous

work [11, 12℄ as an e2e prote tion swit hing me hanism.
disjoint parallel paths and the tra

Its path layout

is distributed over all of them a

onsists of

ording to a tra
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Figure 1: The SPM distributes the tra

(p0d , ..., pkdd −1 ) a
on the pattern

f

Pd =
f
distribution fun tion ld whi h depends

of a demand

ording to a tra

d

over disjoint paths

of working and non-working paths.

distribution (or load balan ing) fun tion (see Figure 1). If a single path fails, the tra
is redistributed over the working paths a
Thus, a spe i
every pattern

f

tra

lfd

distribution fun tion.

is required for ea h demand

of working and non-working paths. Opposed to the

and ba kup paths
and ba kup paths.
the tra

ording to another tra

distribution fun tion

d

and for

onventional primary

on ept, the SPM does not distinguish between a dedi ated primary
Both under failure-free

onditions and in

ase of network failures,

may be spread over several of the disjoint paths. And in

primary and ba kup paths [13℄, the SPM performs a tra

ontrast to optimum

shift only if at least one of its

disjoint paths is ae ted by a failure. Thus, the rea tion is based on lo al information
and signalling of remote failures a ross the network is not required. This is important as
the

onne tivity in su h a situation is

When a network is given with link

ompromised.
apa ities, tra

the disjoint paths of the SPMs, the tra

matrix, and the path layout for

distribution fun tions

lfd

an be optimized.

Optimization means that the maximum utilization of any link in the network is minimized
for a set of prote ted failure s enarios
be

S.

Optimum tra

distribution fun tions

lfd

an

al ulated by linear programs (LPs) [14℄ and may split the demands for transmission

over dierent paths. A

omparison with other resilien e me hanisms showed that this

optimal SPM (oSPM) is very e ient [15℄ in the sense that it
tra

an

arry more primary

to a hieve the same maximum utilization values than optimized single shortest

path (SSP) and equal- ost multipath (ECMP) IP (re)routing, variants of MPLS FRR,
and various e2e prote tion me hanisms based on the primary and ba kup path prin iple.
However, the oSPM has three major drawba ks. Firstly, optimal tra
fun tions require that tra

aggregates are potentially split and

distribution

arried over dierent

paths. Thus, load balan ing te hniques are needed for the implementation of the SPM,
whi h makes the SPM unne essarily

omplex and whi h is a major obsta le for its de-

ployment. Se ondly, the LPs for the optimization of the oSPM be ome

omputationally

infeasible for large networks. Thirdly, load balan ing te hniques required for tra
tribution are problemati
The

due to ina

ura ies

aused by sto hasti

dis-

ee ts [16℄.

ontribution of this work is the denition of the integer SPM (iSPM) that allows

only 0/1 values in the tra

distribution fun tion

lfd .

This abandons the problems

indu ed by fra tional load balan ing, but thereby the tra
ee tively be omes a path sele tion fun tion. The 0/1

2

distribution fun tion

lfd

onstraints make the optimization

more di ult.

Therefore, we develop a powerful heuristi

for that problem.

We show

that the iSPM is only little less e ient than the oSPM and that the heuristi s are mu h
faster than the LPs su h that the iSPM

an be applied in signi antly larger networks

than the oSPM.
This paper is organized as follows. Se tion 2 reviews the superiority of the oSPM over
SSP (re)routing in small and medium-size networks and analyzes the values of the optimal
tra

distribution fun tions. Se tion 3 des ribes the heuristi

0/1 tra

distribution fun tions

lfd

for the optimization of the

for the iSPM. Se tion 4

ompares the e ien y of

oSPM and iSPM, it studies the e ien y of the iSPM in large networks, and it
the time for the optimization of the tra
Finally, the

ompares

distribution fun tions for the oSPM and iSPM.

on lusion in Se tion 5 summarizes this work.

2 The Optimal Self-Prote ting Multipath (oSPM)
The

onguration of the SPM in existing networks is a two-stage approa h. First, the

Pd
f
distribution fun tions ld must be assigned for all

k-shortest paths algorithm from [17℄ nds a suitable node and link disjoint multipath
for ea h demand
demands

d

d.

Then, the tra

and their respe tive failure patterns

f

of working and non-working paths. In

f

this se tion we briey review the optimal assignment for the distribution fun tions ld by
linear programs (LPs) [14℄ and show the superiority of this optimal SPM (oSPM) over
single shortest path (SSP) (re)routing in small and medium size networks.

2.1 Measuring and Comparing the E ien y of Resilien e Me hanisms
We perform a parametri
anisms. The degree

study to measure and

deg(v)

of a network node

onstru t sample networks for whi h we
10 to 200, the average node degree

v

ompare the e ien y of resilien e me his the number of its outgoing links. We

ontrol the number of nodes

degavg ∈ {3, 4, 5, 6},

the individual node degree from the average node degree
algorithm of [12℄ for the

parameters rigidly with the

1140

and the maximum deviation of

degmax = {1, 2, 3}.

onstru tion of these networks sin e we

random networks for ea h

n in the range from

annot

We use the
ontrol these

ommonly used topology generators [1822℄. We sampled
ombination of network

5

hara teristi s and tested altogether

dierent networks. This is a huge amount of data and for the sake of

larity we re-

stri t our presentation to a representative subset thereof. However, all statements made
also hold for the larger data set. We

onsider the maximum link utilization of a network

in all single link and router failure s enarios

s∈S

oSP M

and

ompare it for the optimized oSPM

SSP

assignment (ρmax ) and unoptimized SSP (re)routing (ρmax ). We use the unoptimized
SSP (re)routing as our omparison baseline sin e it is the most widely used in today's
Internet. A

omparison of the oSPM to optimized SSP (re)routing

We use the prote ted

apa ity gain

an be found in [15℄.

oSP M = (ρSSP − ρoSP M )/ρoSP M
γSSP
max
max
max

measure to express how mu h more tra

as performan e

an be transported by oSPM than by SSP with

the same maximum link utilization. All gures in this paper are based on the assumption
of a homogeneous tra

matrix and homogeneous link bandwidths, i.e., the entries of

3
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Figure 2: Prote ted transmission gain

oSP M
γSSP

of the oSPM

ompared to SPR for random

networks depending on their average number of parallel paths.

the tra

matrix are all the same and all links of a network have the same bandwidth.

This, however, is not a major restri tion as the topologies are random.

2.2 Superiority of the oSPM over SSP (Re)Routing
Figure 2 shows the prote ted
size networks.

hara teristi s of these networks, the

stru tures. The prote ted
of disjoint parallel paths
network and, thus, the
and

apa ity gain

degavg .

oSP M
γSSP

the expe ted tra

k∗

that

orresponding x- oordinates indi ate

ould be found in the networks for the SPM

apa ity gain in reases signi antly with an in reasing number

k∗ .

More parallel paths in rease the tra

distribution over the

apa ity sharing potential for dierent failure s enarios. Networks

with the same average node degree

k∗

for the oSPM for small to medium

hara teristi s. The shape, the size, and the pattern of the points

the average number of disjoint paths

between

oSP M
γSSP

Ea h point in the gure stands for the average result of the 5 sample

networks with the same
determine the

apa ity gain

degavg

are

lustered sin e there is a strong

orrelation

Finally, large networks lead to a signi antly larger prote ted

than small networks. Ideally, link bandwidths are dimensioned for

based on the tra

matrix and the routing. In our study, we have

random networks with equal link bandwidths. Thus, there are mismat hes between the
bandwidth and the tra

rate on the links.

As the possiblity for strong mismat hes

in reases with the network size, the potential to redu e the maximum link utilization by
optimized resilien y methods also in reases. Although random networks are not realisti ,
they help to illustrate how well routing algorithms

an exploit the optimization potential.

2.3 Analysis of the oSPM Tra Distribution Fun tions
The analysis of the oSPM tra
most tra

distribution fun tions leads to two observations. First,

distribution fun tions use one a tive path only and very few use more than

4

# of a tive paths
Tra

1

2

3

4

5

60

33

6.5

0.5

0

1

2

3

4

5

88.5

10

1.0

0.5

0

distribution

f

fun tions ld (%)
Path number
Average tra
share of a demand (%)
Table 1: Number of tra

distribution fun tions

lfd

that use a given number of a tive

paths for the COST239 network and the tra

share of demand

d

the up to ve possible paths in this network averaged over all tra

arried over
distribution

fun tions and failure s enarios.

two at the same time.
is

Se ond, even if more than one path is a tive, almost all load

arried by a single a tive path.

We exemplify these observations for the European

resear h network COST239 in Table 1.
fun tions

lfd

that ee tively use a

It shows the per entage of tra

We sort the paths of an SPM in a spe i
proportion of the tra
proportion of the tra
that the optimal tra

they

distribution

ertain number of a tive paths in the left part.
failure s enario

s∈S

a

ording to the

arry and number them. The right part shows the average

arried by ea h of the paths.
distribution fun tion

The values in the table show

arry most of the tra

over a single link

although more alternatives exist. These observations motivate the key idea to restri t
the tra

distribution fun tions to 0/1 values without signi antly losing the in reased

e ien y of the SPM.

3 The Integer SPM (iSPM)
The integer SPM (iSPM) allows only 0/1 values for the tra

lfd whi h makes the optimization even more di ult.
notation and then presents a greedy heuristi

distribution fun tions

This se tion rst

to optimize iSPM

laries some

ongurations.

3.1 Con ept and Basi Notation
To formalize the SPM

on ept, we explain our basi

of failure s enarios, and des ribe the

notation, introdu e impli ations

on ept of path failure spe i

tra

distribution

fun tions.

3.1.1 General Nomen lature
N = (V, E) onsists of n = |V| nodes and m = |E| unidire tional links. A
p between
 p0 two distin t nodes is a set of ontiguous links represented by a
·
link ve tor p =
∈ {0, 1}m . If and only if pi = 1 holds, path p ontains link i.
pm−1
We denote tra aggregates between routers vi ∈ V and vj ∈ V by d = (i, j). The basi
stru ture of an SPM for a tra aggregate d is a multipath Pd that onsists of kd paths
A network

single path

5

pid

for

0 ≤ i < kd

that are link and possibly also node disjoint ex ept for their sour e and

Pd = (p0d , ..., pkdd −1 ).

destination nodes. It is represented by a ve tor of single paths

3.1.2 Impli ations of Failure S enarios
A failure s enario
failure s enarios

S

s

is given by a set of failed links and nodes.

ontains all outage

the SPM should prote t the tra

φ(p, s)

ases in luding the normal working
from being lost.

ase for whi h

The failure indi ation fun tion

s; otherwise, it yields 0. The

⊤
kd −1
0
failure symptom of a multipath Pd is the ve tor fd (s) = φ(pd , s), ..., φ(pd
, s)
and
indi ates its failed single paths in ase of failure s enario s. Thus, with a failure symptom
of fd = 0, all paths are working while for fd = 1 onne tivity annot be maintained. The
set of all dierent failure symptoms for the SPM Pd between vi and vj is denoted by
Fd = {fd (s) : s ∈ S}.
yields 1 if a path

p

The set of prote ted

is ae ted by a failure s enario

3.1.3 Tra Distribution Fun tions
There is one SPM for ea h tra
implements fra tional tra

d.

aggregate

distribution fun tion to distribute the tra

This spe i

over its

distribution and

kd

SPM has a general tra

dierent paths. While the oSPM

an use all working paths in parallel, the

iSPM sele ts only a single path due to the restri tion to 0/1 values. Thus, the iSPM uses
the tra

distribution fun tion as a path sele tion fun tion. If

is indi ated by the symptom

fd (s),

the tra

ertain paths fail, whi h

distribution fun tion shifts the tra

to

one (iSPM) or several (oSPM) of the remaining working paths. Thus, the SPM needs a

f

distribution fun tion ld for ea h symptom f ∈ Fd that results from any prote ted
failure s enarios s ∈ S . In this work, we take the prote tion of all single link or node

tra

failures into a

ount su h that at most one single path of a disjoint SPM multipath fails.

kd

This implies

dierent tra

lfd for every tra aggregate d.
kd des ribes a distribution, it
∈ (R+
0)

distribution fun tions

f
distribution fun tion ld
⊤
f
must obey 1 ld = 1. Furthermore, failed paths must not be used.

Sin e the general tra

3.2 A Greedy Algorithm for Optimizing iSPM Congurations
An iSPM

onguration

an be des ribed by the following set

D, f ∈ Fd , lfd ∈ {0, 1}kd , 1⊤ lfd = 1}
network. A neighboring iSPM
bution ve tor
for a iSPM

lfd .

L

omprises all tra

ρS,E
max (L)



n0
·



nkd −1

:d∈

distribution fun tions of the

L′ diers from L by exa

onguration

In the following

onguration

and

L = {lfd =

tly one tra

distri-

denotes the global maximum link utilization

over all s enarios

lo al maximum link utilization for a iSPM

S

and all links

onguration

L

E.

Opposed to that, the

in s enario

s ∈ S

and the

s,E(pid )
i
links of path pd is denoted by ρmax
(L). Sin e {s} ⊆ S and E(pid ) ⊆ E , the inequality
i
s,E(pd )
ρS,E
(L) holds, i.e. the lo al value is only a lower bound for the global
max (L) ≤ ρmax
value.

6

Require:

network

d ∈ D,
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:

13:

distribution fun

multipath

Pd

for ea h aggreagte

ρmax ← ρnew
max

identify
for all
identify

smax ∈ S and link lmax ∈ E where ρS,E
max (L) is rea
tra aggregates d arrying tra over lmax in smax do
i
i
single path pd of multipath Pd with lmax ∈ pd
all single paths pjd (j 6= i) of Pd do
L(d, j) pjd arries demand d in smax instead of pid
s enario

for

set
:
al ulate ρ(d, j) ← ρsmax ,E(p )(L(d, j))
insert
Q
j
d

max

9:

12:

D,
tions L

demands

repeat

8:

11:

and initial tra

tra

S,E
al ulate ρnew
max ← ρmax (L)

7:

10:

N = {V, E},

end for
end for
repeat

(d,j) into sorted list

a

with

ording to

hed

E(pjd ) = {l : l ∈ pjd }
as ending ρ(d, j)

remove
(d, j)
Q
S,E
al ulate
ρnew
←
ρ
(L(d,
j))
max
max
new

14:

rst tuple

15:

if

16:
17:

ρmax < ρmax
L ← L(d, j)

from

then

end if
until ρnew
max < ρmax ∨ Q = ∅
new
20: until ρmax ≥ ρmax
Algorithm 1: Heuristi algorithm for the optimization of the load balan
18:
19:

ing fun tions

of the iSPM.
Algorithm 1 des ribes the heuristi
follows a greedy approa h to keep the
a iSPM

onguration

demand

d∈D

L

for the optimization of the iSPM
omputational

where every tra

onguration. It

omplexity low. Initially, we

over a shortest working path for the respe tive failure pattern

Then, in ea h traversal of the outer loop (line 2-20), the algorithm basi ally
neighboring iSPM

onguration

L′

hoose

f
distribution fun tion ld sends the tra

with a lower maximum link utilization

for

f ∈ F.

hooses a

′
ρS,E
max (L ).

This is done in two steps. First, we identify the bottlene k link lmax and the bottlene k
s enario smax (line 4). Then we onsider the following neighboring iSPM ongurations
L(d, j) (line 5-12). The demand d must be arried by the urrent onguration L over the
bottlene k link lmax (line 5) and onguration L(d, j) diers from L only in su h a way
j
i
that d is relo ated from the bottlene k path pd ontaining lmax to another path pd within
its multipath Pd (line 8). These neighboring iSPM ongurations L(d, j) potentially
improve the utilization of the bottlene k link in the bottlene k s enario. We asses their
quality by the

omputational less expensive lo al maximum utilization value

smax ,E(pjd )
ρmax
(L(d, j)) (line 9) and rank them a
neighboring iSPM

ρ(d, j)

is

onguration

L(d, j)

ρ(d, j) =

ording to this value (line 10). Then, the

with the best lo al maximum utilization value

hosen that also improves the overall maximum utilization value

7

ρS,E
max (L(d, j))
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Figure 3: Relative deviation

M
∆iSP
oSP M

iSP M

of the maximum link utilization of the iSPM (ρmax

oSP M
from the one of the oSPM (ρmax ).

(line 13-19).
We

hose this simple version of our algorithm for presentation be ause it ni ely shows

the key

on ept and be ause it produ ed very good results in all our experiments. How-

ever, in pathologi al
s enarios

smax

ases with two independent bottlene ks links

the algorithm might have problems. Su h

methods that we

lmax

and bottlene k

ases require more enhan ed

annot present here due to la k of spa e.

4 Results
In this se tion, we rst show that the path sele tion fun tions of the iSPM lead to almost
the same e ien y as the load balan ing fun tions of the oSPM. Then we
empiri al

omputation time for the

on the network size.

ompare the

onguration of the iSPM and the oSPM depending

Finally, we show the benet of the iSPM with respe t to single

shortest path (SSP) (re)routing in large networks.

4.1 Comparison of the E ien y of iSPM and oSPM in Small and
Medium-Size Networks
M
iSP M
oSP M
oSP M of the maximum
∆iSP
oSP M = (ρmax −ρmax )/ρmax
iSP M
oSP M
(ρmax ) from the the one of oSPM (ρmax ). Again, ea h

Figure 3 shows the relative deviation
link utilization of the iSPM

point in the gure stands for the average result of the 5 sample networks with the same
hara teristi s.

The gure reveals an obvious trend:

the maximum link utilizations

M
ρiSP
max of the iSPM are larger than those of the oSPM and the dieren e in reases with
∗
an in reasing number of parallel paths k .
The iSPM heuristi

rea hes deviation values of up to 50% for very small networks with

8

Figure 4: Average

n = 10

omputation time for the optimization of the iSPM and the oSPM.

nodes, but for large networks the deviations are rather small.

We explain this

observation in the following. The number of demands in the network s ales quadrati ally
with the number of nodes. Sin e the iSPM heuristi
an shift only entire tra
to any tra

is restri ted to integer solutions, it

aggregates to alternate paths while the oSPM is not restri ted

granularity. In parti ular, for

n = 10 nodes this granularity

is too

oarse for

the iSPM to a hieve similarly good maximum link utilizations as the oSPM.
For networks with at least
networks with at least

n ≥ 15

n ≥ 30

nodes, the deviations fall below 15%.

And for

nodes and a moderate number of disjoint parallel paths

∗ ≤ 4.5), the deviation is smaller than 5% ompared to the one of the oSPM. Con∗
sidering the fa t that large values of k ≈ 5 are rather unrealisti in real networks, the
(2 ≤ k

approximation of the oSPM by the iSPM yields very good results for realisti
In addition, the oSPM requires additional bandwidth to
a

ura ies whi h is not a
As the tra

ounted for in this

networks.

ompensate load balan ing in-

omparison.

distribution fun tion of the oSPM ee tively degenerates to a path

sele tion fun tion in

ase of the iSPM, the iSPM

aggregate over dierent paths.

annot distribute the tra

of a single

However, we observe that the iSPM is still almost as

e ient as the oSPM and so its e ien y also in reases with an in reasing number of
disjoint parallel paths

k∗ .

We explain that phenomenon as follows.

The

k∗

disjoint

paths serve as lo al sensors and indi ate remote failures. Thus, more paths imply more
a

urate information about the network health that leads to a more e ient path sele tion

in failures

ases. In addition, more paths also provide more alternatives to redu e the

maximum link utilization in Algorithm 1.

4.2 Comparison of the Computation Time for iSPM and oSPM
Figure 4 shows the average

omputation time of the iSPM heuristi

and the oSPM

optimization depending on the network size in links and in nodes. For the iSPM, values

9

Network characteristics
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Figure 5: Prote ted

apa ity gain

iSP M
γSSP

of the iSPM

ompared to SSP routing.

for network sizes between 10 and 200 nodes are provided while for the oSPM, values are
only available for networks of up to 60 nodes be ause the memory requirements of the
LPs ex eed the

apabilities of our ma hines for larger networks.

The type of LP solver has a large impa t on the

omputation time for the oSPM. The

presented data in Figure 4 stem from from our analysis in [14℄ with the COmputational
INfrastru ture for Operations Resear h (COIN-OR) solver [23℄ whi h turned out to be
the fastest freely available solver for this problem formulation. While the optimization of

n = 60 nodes, the heuristi runs
learly below 1 h even for very large networks with n = 200 nodes. The omputation time

the oSPM already rea hes values in the order of a day for
of the iSPM heuristi

is

learly sub-exponential and neither dominated by the number of

nodes nor the number of links. With an in reasing number of nodes, more tra
are possible

demands

andidates for reallo ation to alternative paths in Algorithm 1 while with

an in reasing number of links, the

omputation of the global

ρS,E
max -value

be omes more

time intensive.

4.3 E ien y of the iSPM in Large Networks
While Figure 2 shows the prote ted

apa ity gain

oSP M
γSSP

of the oSPM

ompared to

single shortest path (SSP) (re)routing for random networks with 10  60 nodes, Figure 5
shows the gain

iSP M
γSSP

of iSPM

200 nodes be ause the heuristi

ompared to SSP routing for random networks with 10 
for the

onguration of the iSPM

an

ope with larger

networks than the LP-based optimization for the oSPM. We observed in Figure 2 that
the prote ted
trend
an

apa ity gain of the oSPM in reases with in reasing network size and this

ontinues with the iSPM for larger networks in Figure 2. As a result, the iSPM

arry between 150% and 330% more prote ted tra

10

than SSP routing.

5 Con lusion
The SPM is a simple end-to-end prote tion swit hing me hanism that distributes the
tra

of a single demand over several disjoint paths and it redistributes it if one of

its disjoint paths fails.
spe i

tra

Thus, it is basi ally quite simple, but optimal path failure (f )

distribution fun tions

lfd

require that tra

This makes the simple me hanism unne essarily
load balan ing algorithms suers from sto hasti

aggregates

omplex and the a

d

may be split.

ura y of pra ti al

ee ts. In addition, the

onguration of

su h optimal SPMs (oSPMs) in large networks is a time- onsuming pro ess that prevents
its deployment in large networks.
To get rid of these problems, we suggested in this work the integer SPM (iSPM)
that uses only 0/1 tra

distribution fun tions whi h ee tively be ome path sele tion

fun tions. As the restri tion to 0/1 values makes the optimization problem more
we proposed a simple greedy heuristi

to optimize the

omplex,

onguration of the iSPM su h

that the maximum link utilization of all prote ted failure s enarios

S

is minimized. We

showed that the iSPM is only little less e ient (< 5%) than the oSPM in medium-size or
large networks. Furthermore, the optimization of the

onguration takes about one hour

for the iSPM in networks with 200 nodes while it takes about one day for the oSPM in
networks with 60 nodes. And nally, the iSPM
prote ted tra

than hop

an

arry between 150% and 330% more

ount based single shortest path routing in large networks with

160  200 nodes. After all, this work brings the SPM a major step forward to deployment
in pra ti e.
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